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Commission to advise the Government on strategies for sustainable ocean management and to foster
relationships between the Crown, iwi and other stakeholders (See The National Party Blueprint for a Better
Environment, p. 9.) As the Minister for Oceans, is the establishment of  a Commission envisaged in the
next three years? Please explain.
 
Salmon farming
 
Background: We have completed a submission to MPI on ‘the Proposal’ to extend farm consents by 25
years. See submission here. The addition of  another 25 years to existing marine farm consents is
concerning given many farms already have outdated environmental controls. However our major
concern is the finfish farms. Are you aware that there are only 7 finfish farms that expire in the next 12
months and all of  these can be extended without public consultation under current law? Councils are
the only party that can change these conditions – and they are likely to simply want to standardise the
environmental conditions based on the lasted scientific evidence (which in our view makes sense).
Please note the other five finfish farms have very long expiry dates – the earliest being 2036 (see Table
1 from our submission below).
 
Question 9: Can you confirm that you are aware that this is the legal situation for these 7 finfish farms
that are about to expire?
 
Question 10: Given the legal situation, is there any consideration being given to excluding finfish farms
from the MPI Proposal?
 
Question 11: Given that there is no public consultation obstacle to these finfish farms being extended,
can you explain why these finfish farms require the proposed 25 year extension?
 
Question 12: Has any work been done in terms of  setting national or local coastal occupancy charges
(i.e. requiring finfish farmers, such as NZKS, to pay Councils for the use of  water space, to help recover
costs)?
 
Please do not hesitate to get in contact if  you have any questions or points of  clarification. 
 
Thank you again for your time.
 
Kind regards,
 
Wendy
 
Wendy McGuinness
Chief Execu+ve
 

McGuinness Ins+tute Te Hononga Waka
Level 1A, 15 Allen Street, Wellington 6011 | PO Box 24-222 Wellington 6142
+64 4 499 8888 | www.mcguinnessins+tute.org
 
The McGuinness Ins+tute is a non-par+san think tank working towards a sustainable future, contribu+ng strategic foresight through evidence-
based research and policy analysis.
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